FloridaMakes

FloridaMakes is an industry-led nonprofit public-private partnership established to improve the productivity and technological performance of Florida manufacturers and strengthen the state’s high-wage manufacturing sector. We focus on talent development, technology assistance and business growth.

FloridaMakes provides services through an existing network of Regional Manufacturers Associations and other organizations, and partners with public and private service providers—including research and education institutions, consultants, and training providers—to improve the overall performance of individual firms, create and retain an advanced manufacturing workforce and deliver measurable economic impact.

Services are customized to meet the needs and opportunities of individual companies based on an enterprise assessment, and include process improvement, business growth and innovation, supply chain optimization, product development, adoption of best practices and appropriate advanced technologies, sustainability, market expansion and other services. FloridaMakes operates with support from the State of Florida, the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership (NIST MEP), and Florida’s manufacturers.

CONTACT US

800 North Magnolia Avenue
Suite 1850
Orlando, FL 32803
(407)450-7206
www.floridamakes.com

ECONOMIC IMPACT

MEP Center impacts are based on clients surveyed in FY2016

$2 Million
Total Increased/Retained Sales

88
Total Increased/Retained Jobs

$1.5 Million
New Client Investments

$1.1 Million
Cost Savings
"Our association and partnership with the South Florida Manufacturers Association and FloridaMakes is vital to our continued success and growth initiatives." Chris Lazzaro, CEO of Neptune Research, Inc.

SUCCESSFUL COMPOSITE MANUFACTURER CONSTRUCTS AGILE PLAN FOR CONTINUED GROWTH

ABOUT. Since 1982, Neptune Research Inc. (NRI) has led the industry in next-generation research, engineering design, development, manufacturing, and marketing of quality saturated composites that restore, protect, and reinforce pipes, pipelines, and civil structures. NRI solutions can repair and reinforce pipelines or civil structures while they remain operational, thereby saving clients millions of dollars in costs and lost revenues. Based in Riviera Beach, Florida, with 40 employees, the company has capitalized on the growth of its products by developing quality moisture-curable carbon fiber, fiberglass, Kevlar® and other aramid composite solutions.

THE CHALLENGE. NRI moved to a larger facility in 2009 to keep up with its substantial growth. Since that time, the company has tripled in size by introducing an average of one new product per year. Realizing NRI’s sustained growth would inevitably limit its effectiveness, CEO Chris Lazzara commissioned an enterprise assessment by FloridaMakes, a NIST MEP affiliate, as part of the Florida Manufacturer of the Year Award process. Competing against four other exceptionally qualified manufacturers, NRI won the award notwithstanding improvements identified by the FloridaMakes team. The assessment identified opportunities in NRI’s leadership systems and processes, capacity planning system, strategic planning process, customer data aggregation and analysis, employee training and development, and expansion of Lean concepts to non-production areas.

MEP’S ROLE. Applying the feedback of the FloridaMakes enterprise assessment, NRI re-examined their business processes, including hiring practices and key position skills. By requalifying their once-proven business processes and leadership skills in terms of Lean waste, applied costs, efficiency, leadership approaches and strategies, NRI constructed an agile plan for continued growth. The company strategically acquired assets to produce woven fabrics within the USA, eliminating the quality and delivery issues that had beleaguered their core business in the past, and did so effectively without incurring additional costs. NRI realized thousands in operational cost savings, and attributes $150,000 of those savings to the FloridaMakes enterprise assessment. While the company has continued to enjoy sustained sales growth, the enterprise assessment identified opportunities for incremental sales growth with existing customers. During this period, sales at NRI grew 28 percent, with 17 percent of that growth directly associated with the results of the enterprise assessment model provided by FloridaMakes.

RESULTS

$150,000 in operational cost savings
10 jobs increased/retained
17% increase in new sales/growth
$1.8M investment
$108,000 sales tax cost savings
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